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Writing Handout W-6 

Using Transitions (Recognizing Signal Words) 

Transition words are words that writers can use to show relationships within and between 
sentences. Transition words or phrases help bring ideas together and are a way of gaining coherence. 
Here are commonly used transitional words and phrases and the relationships they show. 
 
Addition 
Sometimes a writer needs to continue an idea or thought in the same direction, adding 
important points or details. The following words help a reader follow the writer’s transition. 
 
also 
and 
another 
finally 

furthermore 
in addition 
last of all 
likewise 

moreover 
next 
similarly 

first 
second 
third 
fourth 

 
Example: Another important factor in choosing a new car is the cost of insurance. 
 
Change of direction or contrast 
A writer often needs to modify a statement. The following words help a reader follow the 
writer’s change in direction. 
 
Although  even though  instead    still 
But   however  nevertheless   though 
Conversely  in contrast  on the other hand  yet   
       
Example:  Although a van offers plenty of room for passengers, cars get better gas mileage. 
 
Citing examples 
Writers often need to illustrate their ideas by citing particular examples. The following 
words help the reader follow the flow of a series of examples. 
 
for example  for instance  specifically   to illustrate 
 
Example:  For example, most vans can seat seven people and still have room for cargo. 
  
Conclusions 
Concluding words are transitions that writers often use to emphasize the most important 
point of their work or summarize their main idea. The following words help the reader 
make the final transition in thought. 
 
As a result  hence   in summary   therefore 
Consequently  in conclusion  last of all   thus 
Finally    
         
Example: In conclusion, buyers should consider which vehicles will best suit their overall driving requirements. 
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Samples of transitions used in an essay 

 
In Fort Pierce, as in other Treasure Coast cities, many people enjoy going out to 

dinner at the end of a day. Sometimes, however, selecting a good restaurant can be 

difficult. Fortunately, Fort Pierce offers a variety of restaurants that appeal to diners. 

Carman’s Cafe is one excellent example because of its menu and relaxing atmosphere. 

One of the main reasons that Carman’s Cafe continues to attract diners is its 

outstanding seafood menu. For instance, it offers huge crab cakes that are full of meat 

with very few fillers. Also, Carman’s fried fish basket includes sixteen ounces of grouper 

with a side order of hush puppies and baked beans. However, dieters can opt for fewer 

calories with grilled or blackened fish accompanied by a bowl of fresh fruit. 

In addition to the amazing seafood menu, Carman’s also provides a pleasing 

atmosphere. To illustrate, every table overlooks the Indian River Lagoon. Furthermore, 

gas lanterns hanging from the ceiling make evening dining a more sensory experience. 

Moreover, during the evenings a steel-drum band plays island music that perfectly 

complements the Caribbean atmosphere. 

Thus, because of its delicious seafood and island atmosphere, Carman’s Cafe is 

one of the finest restaurants on the Treasure Coast. This restaurant offers diners a 

relaxing evening of entertainment and fine dining. Anyone who tries Carman’s once is 

certain to return. 

 

 


